
In this month’s showcase, we bring you articles 
of compassion, conflict and creation. All sorts of 
articles written by the students of VIS have been 
featured in this February Gala. Kindness and 
generosity filled the atmosphere this month, 
producing pieces on Valentine’s Day, outdoor 
learning, vlogs, achievements and exams. VIS 
students will bring to you the milieu of our 
school and tell you tales from all four corners of 
the school. Welcome to this month’s feature: 
the February Gala. 

Sincerely,       Devika Soni 
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The real story started of Valentine’s Day. 

Saint Valentine died in the middle of February and this is the reason people around the world celebrate Valentine’s 

Day. Saint Valentines secretly married couples to save husbands from war. 

Do you know who produced the first box of chocolates for Valentine's Day? 

In 1822, John Cadbury opened a tea and coffee shop in Birmingham, England. He soon expanded into chocolate 

manufacturing, and in 1861 his son Richard greatly increased sales by packaging Cadbury chocolates in the 

world's first heart shaped candy box for Valentine's Day 

Today, people give each other tokens of appreciation such as chocolates, flowers, jewelry, rings, clothes, perfume 

and many more. 

By Anvi. Year 3C. 
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Online Learning + MIDTERM experience 

Doing a physical examination was a different experience for me after 2 years of virtual/ online class. 
For me, Everything went quite well besides some subjects. The experience I had physically was way 
better than online. My personal perspective on the Mid-Term Exam was very much improved than 
online classes. I felt the MID-TERM Examination will be tough for me as well as for other students. 
There are many more advantages of the MID-TERM Examination than the Cons. Students in online 
classes do cheat in assessments while physical is way better and does avoid cheating in assessment. 
In my opinion, I thought the MID-TERM Examination was a dead-end for me until I learned that I had to 
improve a lot on my handwriting and grammar skills. I also got to list what went Examination. well and 
what went wrong. Also, this was one of my favorite school memories. We still need to follow Standard 
Operating Procedures. Even with the mask on, It was a lot of fun to hang out with each other after/

during Mid-Term.           By Dhanvanth (Year 8) 
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Chinese New Year folklore – The Legend of the Nian 

A long time ago, there existed a quiet village. The villagers lived simple but peaceful lives and were 

generally quite happy. Things would change, however, on the eve of the lunar year, as the villagers began 

their preparations from what was soon going to come. 

High in the mountains lived a horrible demon creature called Nian. This monster resembled a lion with 

sharp horns and menacing teeth! Throughout the year he would sleep soundly, until the lunar New Year 

arrived, when he would descend upon the village. Nian would devour crops, gobble up livestock, and any 

children it found would disappear. In fear, the villagers would lock up their homes and hide until Nian had 

passed. 

One year, as the fateful day approached, an old beggar entered the village. Seeing everyone locking up 

their homes, he asked if anyone was willing to offer him a place to stay for the night. The villagers were 

too concerned with protecting themselves that they paid no attention to the old man. An old woman from 

the east side of the village saw the poor man. She brought him some food and explained why everyone 

was in such a panic. She pleaded with the beggar to leave the village as soon as possible or else he might 

suffer a terrible fate. He requested if she offered him a place to stay for the night he would reward her by 

banishing the evil creature. Not convinced, she continued to plead with the man, but at the end, since she 

feared being left out when Nian arrived, she had no choice but to agree to his proposal.  

Once midnight arrived, so did the Nian. Normally, the village 

remained completely silent and dark, however, this year, there was 

something different. At one end of the village, Nian could see 

lights in the distance. Approaching cautiously, Nian drew closer to 

the home. Once Nian arrived, it found the home of the old woman 

had been covered with red papers and a bright light was coming 

from inside. It began to tremble and growl in fear. Enraged by 

such unusual and irritating things, Nian charged the front door, but 

was met by a barrage of loud intimidating practice and flashes, 

stopping Nian in its tracks. Through the smoke, the old man 

emerged in a bright red robe who was loudly beating a drum and 

roaring in laughter at how scared Nian appeared. Enveloped in 

fear, Nian fled and never came back.     

       

              By Adhit Taneeru 4B  
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On the 15th of February, VIS conducted its second international online quiz 
competition namely ‘QUIZZICLE’. Our hardworking learners strived and 
pushed forward to earn their place in the intercampus semi-final round.  
The following are the toppers for the semi-finals: 

 

 

Year 2 - Aarna, Rukhsar, Aadya B. and Sai Lasritha 

Year 3 - Theodore, Pardhatej, Prajith, Tanish, Anvi and Tanay 

Year 4 - Lukesh, Deepshika, Aarshini and Charish 

 

The following will be going to finals by default as it is a prerequisite for the final round.  

Year 5 - Athaliya and Aarya 

Year 6 - Rinish and Hruthvik 

 

Our determined and persevering learner’s from year 2, 3 and 4 battled through with their wits.  

The quizmaster had a difficult time and after meticulously evaluating the points,  

2 finalists emerged from year 2, 3 and 4.  

 

Year 2 - Rukhsar and Lasritha 

Year 3 - Anvi and Tanay 

Year 4 - Aarshini and Lukesh  

 

These are the champions that will be representing our school to compete for the Final round of Quizzicle 

on the 5th of March 2022. Kudos to our team. For those who did not make it, fret not as this is only the 

beginning. We will look forward to seeing you in the next Quizzicle. 

‘Unlock your 

knowledge…  

It’s time for  

quizzing’ 

 

 

By Brendan Wong.  
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Handfuls of love 
Valentine's Day is a day to express love and gratitude to-

wards our loved ones. Our dear little ones here made 

beautiful cards for their adoring parents to show their af-

fection and thankfulness. There is only one way to be 

happy in life, and that is to love and be loved. 

Happy Valentine’s Day! Spread love and kindness. 

By Ms. Shamala 
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The Beep and T-Test  

Recently, VIS students participated in a fitness assessment. The assessment consisted of a Beep Test and the 

Agility T-test which was conducted on Year 4 to Year 8 students. All students were instructed to perform a 

heart rate check and a general warm up before the test. The Beep test which is a field- test used to measure 

students’ cardiovascular endurance is a 20m shuttle run activity done in conjunction with audio instructions. 

When setting up the course, cones were placed 20m apart in the soccer field. The students started the beep test 

when the audio track (beep) began. They were required to run from one end of the course to the next and rest. 

There are 21 levels, and the time interval between beeps shortens as the levels progress. As a result, the stu-

dents experience less rest in between each interval run. The intensity of the run gradually progresses as the 

beep becomes faster at higher levels.  Each student was given 3 trials and the test ended when the student 

stopped running or could no longer keep up with the progressing beeps/levels.  

Besides that, the Agility T-test was also introduced to the students to measure the student’s ability to move 

quickly in “T” type pattern. Students were required to complete the movement quickly in a smooth and swift 

manner with the fastest time. They were also taught on recording the scores for both tests. The Beep Test and 

the Agility T-test are great group activities which can be used to measure and improve fitness goals. 

By Mr. Colin (PE and PA) 

Heart Rate Check  General Warm up 

 Beep Test  / Agility T-test 
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The Performing Art department conducted 

dance sessions from the Year 3 to Year 8 

classes in conjunction with the Chinese New 

Year celebration. The traditional dance  

involved choreography moves using  

ribbons. The dance steps for the Chinese 

New Year Song (新年Yeah) were introduced 

and practiced by the students. After the  

practice, the students performed the dance, 

and the best performer was awarded with 

points that will be updated regularly to their 

dance performance tracker. 
 

Chinese  

New  

Year  

Celebration 

Dance 
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We’re  

Changing the 

world with  

Technology 

The students of VIS thoroughly enjoyed creating masterpieces for 

ICT  Term 2 Project. Below are the list of projects for each level. 
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Episode - 4  

Rosemary gasped as she saw a fire-breathing basilisk 

with a barbed tail! It was ruthlessly destroying the forest 

with revengeful retaliation! It was approaching Rose-

mary’s house with huge strides! The dragon felt content 

because it was satisfying its thirst after many ages! The 

three homosapiens, who were hoping to fight the dragon, 

trembled with fear! They were paralyzed to the spot, the 

menacing aura held them in a tensing situation! Terror 

sucked the very breath from their mouths! Rosemary 

whose mind was insubstantial, at that moment of time, 

jumped in the air like the whole problem was solved. 

She exclaimed, “How can I be so forgetful? Girls run to 

the library rapidly. I will follow you.” 

The girls who were unaware of what was happening ran 

to the library and waited impatiently for Rosemary. Rose-

mary moved the shelf, and the adolescents spotted a se-

cret room! Then, they glanced at Rosemary and felt that 

she was a superwoman! A superwoman without a cape! 

Rosemary freaked out, “Why are you staring at me? Are 

you guys waiting for Christmas? Run to the room!” 
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(By Rishitha and Laasya,  

Year 8) 

The girls rushed to the small room that Rosemary 

had hidden for many decades. Rosemary ex-

plained, “I am the only heiress of King Angle star. 

My great-great-great grandmother, my great-great 

grandmother, my great grandmother, my grand-

mother and my mother have been saving the fami-

ly from the dragon for many years. The dragon 

who was the King of Carmen to was cursed by the 

fairy of Ashton for trying to own the red ruby. It 

was priceless. The red ruby belonged to our fami-

ly. Our lives are in danger. We have the responsi-

bility to save ourselves and the ruby!” 

Cassandra interrupted, “Is my life in danger as 

well? I don’t want to die!” 

Rosemary answered, “Of course, Dear!” 

Lily shouted with excitement, “I have an idea!” 

We can… 
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Happenings in VIS…  

Outdoor Learning Future Robot Maker... 
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Riddles 

By Aadya Sri  

2A 

Answer: Dragon  

How long does it 
take to brew Chinese 
tea? 

At Chinese New Year celebrations, 

I breathe fire, dance and run amuck 

With a few men to guide my steps 

My presence brings good fortune 
and luck 

What am i? 

Answer:  Oolong Tea. 
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